Nodes represent discrete instants of time, arcs are labelled with words, and a confidence measure is assigned to each detected word, which is computed by using the phonetic probabilities of the subsequence of acoustic frames used for completing the word. We evaluated the obtained word graphs by searching the path that best matches with the correct sentence and then measuring the word accuracy, i.e. the oracle word accuracy.
Introduction
Word graphs are directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) where each arc is labelled with a word and each node is labelled with a discrete time mark. Each arc represents a word detected between two instants of time and contains a confidence measure.
There are a lot of works using weighted word graphs as intermediate representation of uttered sentences in automatic speech recognition (ASR) systems or in spoken language understanding (SLU) systems [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Some authors use the concept of word lattice and other ones use the concept of word confusion network (WCN). There maybe differences at the implementation level, but the purpose is the same, that is to obtain a compact and efficient representation of the n-best recognized sentences. Then, word-graphs/word-lattices/WCN can be used as the input to modules operating at higher levels of knowledge, for example the understanding module in a spoken dialog (SD) system.
In [1] , a bigram language model is used to obtain a word graph from each uttered sentence. The used algorithm is an extension of their one-pass beam search strategy using lexical trees. A variation of the approach presented in [1] is presented in [2] . The difference between both approaches resides in the strategy used for exploring the search space. Several confidence measures to be used in weighted word graphs are presented and discussed in [3, 4] .
A SLU system where the output of the ASR module is a lattice of word hypotheses is described in [5] . Finite state transducers (FST) are used in a translation process for generating hypotheses of conceptual constituents from the lattice of word hypotheses. In [6] , word lattices are used to be converted into word confusion networks (WCN), the authors presented the "pivot" algorithm for reducing a word lattice and obtaining as a result a WCN. The main idea of this algorithm is to normalize the topology of input graphs.
In [7] , it is presented a two-stage strategy for building word graphs: the first stage is "forward-decoding" and the second one is "backward-decoding". The first stage is an interesting extension of the Viterbi algorithm that stores several predecessor words for each word, then the second one explores backward the n-best final states until the initial state is reached. Word graphs are generated as a result of the backward-decoding phase.
Our approach does not use a language model for building word graphs, it explores the sequence of acoustic frames in order to complete phonetic sequences corresponding to words. The pronunciation lexicon with all the possible phonetic sequences of each word is organized as a tree. This way of representing the pronunciation lexicon has been used by many researchers [1] . The confidence measure of each detected word is computed using only the phonetic probabilities estimated by the acoustic models. In other words, our approach for the construction of word graphs only uses the following sources of knowledge: acoustical, phonetic and lexical. The syntactic knowledge provided by language models can be used in a decoder that takes word graphs as starting point for recognizing. In [9] , the understanding module combines two sources of knowledge, syntactic and semantic, for detecting semantic units related with the concepts defined as goals in a dialogue system. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the details of the lexical tree used in our approach. Section 3 presents and explains the algorithm for building word graphs. Section 4 describes the experiments and presents the results. Finally conclusions are discussed in Section 5.
2 Lexical tree or Trie Figure 1 shows an example of the lexical tree or Trie used in our system for representing the phonetic transcriptions of all the words in the vocabulary. Terminal nodes are grey coloured and labelled with the words which are completed when reaching these nodes. In fact, each terminal node points to a list with all the words that share the same phonetic transcription. Table 1 presents an example of file containing the words in the vocabulary with their possible phonetic transcriptions. The process of building the Trie takes into account the set of phonetic units (phonemes + silence) and the transitions between two consecutive phonetic units. Transitions are considered as additional units and are represented with a plus sign between the labels of two consecutive units. Not all possible transitions are used, only those which appear frequently enough in the set of training sentences are considered. Nodes represent phonetic units. Arcs are labelled with the transition between two phonetic units when the transition is used, otherwise arcs are λ labelled. An example is shown in Figure 1 , where the arc connecting nodes CL and k of word "blanco" is not labelled because the transition CL+k is not allowed. CL represents the closure before plosive consonants. Root node doesn't represent any unit. SIL node represents all possible silences in the recording of an utterance: initial silence, final silence and pauses between words.
As Figure 1 shows, there are special arcs leaving from terminal nodes pointing to initial nodes. These arcs are drawn with dotted lines and their role is taking into account the transition between the ending phoneme of a word and the initial phoneme of the next one. The use of this kind of arcs simplifies the algorithm for building word graphs.
Algorithm for building word graphs
Our proposed algorithm for building word graphs will be easy to understand keeping in mind the described Trie, and putting special attention to arcs that 
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b l a n CL k o connect terminal nodes with nodes representing the word-initial phonemes. This algorithm explores the sequence of acoustic frames that represents each pronounced sentence, and maintains a list of word hypotheses that is updated for each incoming acoustic frame. A hypothesis is defined as a 5-tuple, hyp = {n, a, t 0 , t, score}, where n is a node in the Trie, a is an arc in the Trie, a hypothesis can only be located in either a node or an arc, no both. t is the current time, t 0 is the time instant this word hypothesis begins, and score is the sum of the logarithms of the phonetic probabilities corresponding to the acoustic frames from t 0 up to t. Figure 2 shows the block diagram of our ASR system. Only modules related with the word graph builder are represented. Each module runs in an independent execution thread. FIFO queues are used in order to manage the data flow between each pair of connected modules. Due to this, no process becomes locked when sending its output data and the whole system takes advantage of microprocessors with multiple cores. The acoustic-phonetic decoder converts the sequence of acoustic frames into a sequence of vectors with phonetic probabilities [8] . The word graph builder processes sequentially the stream of vectors with phonetic probabilities. It is connected by means of a FIFO queue with the output of the acoustic-phonetic decoder. The process of building word graphs begins with a unique hypothesis located at the root node of the Trie. The first incoming vector with phonetic probabilities is used to expand this initial word hypothesis in order to reach nodes corresponding to word-initial phonemes. The normal operation of the algorithm consists of expanding hypotheses in the list of hypotheses (LH) for each vector with phonetic probabilities extracted from the FIFO queue. Not all the hypotheses in LH are expanded, a beam search strategy is applied. A word is inserted into the graph every time that one hypothesis reaches a word-initial phoneme (or silence) from a terminal node.
Algorithm 1 Expanding of the list of hypotheses
Input: logP rob : vector with phonetic probabilities estimated at frame t Input: t : index frame representing time Global variables:
bestScore : real BEAM : real LH : list of hypotheses expanded up to frame t − 1 Local variables:
LH : temporal list of hypotheses nbs : real New best score
is worse than (bestScore + BEAM ) then do nothing else if node(h) is not null then if node(h) is a terminal node and h is in the last state of the acoustic model then insert into the graph all words completed at node(h) end if u ← label(node(h))
Hypothesis which continues in the same node h ← (node(h), null, t 0 (h), t, score(h) + logP rob [u] 
Hypothesis which continues in the same arc h ← (null, a, t 0 (h), t, score(h) + logP rob[u]) LH ← LH + {h } ; nbs ← max(nbs, score(h ))
New hypothesis in the node pointed by the current arc if n is a word-initial node then h ← (n , null, t, t, score(h)
bestScore ← nbs Algorithm 1 shows the pseudo-code corresponding to the body of the loop that processes the stream of vectors with phonetic probabilities. Each iteration of this loop processes one vector for expanding all hypotheses in LH. The operation for inserting new hypotheses in LH checks if the hypothesis is going to be pruned in the next iteration. A new hypothesis will be rejected if its score is worse than (nbs + BEAM ). As pointed out in [6, 7] , word graphs are an efficient way of storing a high number of sentence hypotheses, but they can grow hugely if it is not applied a pruning strategy in the building process. Additionally, we use a histogram based pruning strategy for limiting the number of words between each pair of nodes. This value was adjusted empirically to five words in a trade-off between performance and word accuracy.
Experimentation
We used two Spanish speech corpora for measuring the quality of the obtained word graphs: Albayzin [10] and DIHANA [11] .
Albayzin corpus is divided into two subcorpus, one phonetic and one geographical. We used the phonetic subcorpus: 6,800 uttered sentences obtained by making groups from a set of 700 distinct sentences pronounced by 40 different speakers. We used the suggested training/test subdivision.
DIHANA corpus is also divided into two subcorpus. One subcorpus has 3,594 uttered sentences. We used all these uttered sentences for training. The other subcorpus has 6,277 uttered sentences corresponding to 900 human-machine dialogues regarding information about train timetables, fares, destinations and services. 4,928 uttered sentences were used for training and 1,349 for testing. Working with this corpus is a difficult task due to the spontaneity of the speech.
Evaluation Results
For evaluation purposes, it was extracted from each word graph the sequence of words corresponding to the path which best matches the reference sentence. The criterion used for evaluating the quality of word graphs consists of measuring the oracle word accuracy O-WA = 100 × Correct Correct+Insertions+Substitutions+Deletions . Another parameter of interest in relation with word graphs is the branching factor, i.e. the average number of arcs leaving from nodes. Table 2 . Oracle word accuracy and branching factor estimated for both Spanish corpora Albayzin and DIHANA, and word accuracy for DIHANA obtained in [7] .
Corpus Oracle WA Branching factor Oracle WA in [7] Albayzin 98.8% 367 DIHANA 88.8% 189 86.9% Table 2 shows the results obtained by evaluating the graphs generated by using our ASR system. Our algorithm has a high rate for detecting words, as the obtained results confirm. We have to point out that DIHANA corpus is composed by spontaneous speech dialogues acquired by telephone. It is considered a very difficult task. As a reference, the O-WA obtained in [7] when working with DIHANA corpus and using a language model for building graphs is also shown in Table 2 .
The values of the branching factor may seem too high, specially in the case of Albayzin corpus, but it is important to point out that the obtained word graphs have a lot of arcs labelled with the same word. This happens because we allow several alternatives for each detected word, each alternative begins and ends at different nodes. This feature allows to simplify the algorithms to be used for working with these graphs.
Conclusions
We have presented an algorithm for building word graphs as an intermediate representation of uttered sentences. The main difference with respect to previous works is that our algorithm does not use a language model, therefore, the strategy for detecting words is quite different. The rules used for deciding whether a word has to be inserted into the graph are also different. Furthermore, words are inserted into the graph just when their phonetic sequence is completed, in a way different from other approaches, that generate the graphs in a backward process once the end of the sentence is reached. Usually, these other algorithms build the graph from the lattice obtained in the Viterbi decoding process or from the n-best recognized sentences.
The obtained oracle word accuracy shows that our algorithm has a high capacity for detecting words, but there are some aspects we have to improve in order to obtain less dense graphs.
